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Lockdown Day 97

Natalie Morris (Grd 9)
Dear DSG Parents, Girls, Staff and Friends

A

fter yet another long and demanding day at school,
I made it as far as the couch, eventually, and took a
few minutes to flick through the news channels to get
a sense of the state of the planet. On the CNN channel
I paused for a while, to look at the bar graph depicting
the second wave of COVID-19 cases in the USA, that will
most likely dwarf their first peak. I hopped to one of the
South African news channels and here it was reported
that another eight thousand cases were confirmed
today. These troubling statistics made me wonder how
we could help young people face the reality that SarsCoV-2 is not going to disappear in a hurry, while not
losing hope about the future.

I

do not have the answers to most of the questions I
ask myself these days, but I do know that false hope
is one of the cruelest things in the world. Whilst our
best hope is a vaccine or the virus mutating to a less
lethal strain, so far, the news is not great. I therefore
went searching for something I could share with DSG
girls, that would be a reality check and a source of
hope at the same time. I came across an interesting
perspective from Tomorrow Today Global (http://www.
tomorrowtodayglobal.com/), a South African future
specialist organisation which I have been following for
some years now. I found their insight both sobering
and helpful in my attempt to piece together bits of the
puzzle, that is life with the coronavirus.
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Reality check: what we know so far…

F

our coronaviruses already circulate in human
beings. They cause common cold symptoms and
we don’t have vaccines for any of them. According
to the World Health Organisation, the virus may
never go away. Immunity to Covid-19 may not last,
with researchers at MIT saying people could catch
coronaviruses twice in the same year. We need to
consider the impact of coronavirus returning every
year like the common cold. Most experts think a
vaccine is likely to become available by mid-2021,
about 12-18 months after the new virus, known
officially as Sars-CoV-2, first emerged.

I

t is believed that 60-70% of people on the planet
need to be immune to the virus in order to stop
it spreading easily (known as herd immunity). This
would be billions of people around the world, if
the vaccine worked perfectly. Paul Stoffels, Chief
Scientific Officer at Johnson & Johnson, offered the
following perspective: “When Ebola was a problem
in Central Africa, with a few hundred thousand
vaccines you could get it under control. Here you
need billions of vaccines.” A vaccine would need to
reach all corners of the world in order to effectively
tackle the virus. Distribution is going to be a huge
challenge, particularly when it comes to the last
mile. The pandemic’s economic impact will be stark.
Half the world’s workers, 1.9 billion people, may see
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their livelihood destroyed. If these projections are
probable, all sectors of society, including schools, will
need to adapt their behaviours and strategies, taking
into considering the long-term implication of life with
coronavirus.

Hope: Is this the start of a new age?

E

ven before the coronavirus, people looked around
and could see we are living in revolutionary times:
Ubiquitous, mobile supercomputing. Intelligent
robots. Artificial Intelligence. Nanotechnologies.
Self-driving cars. Neuro-technological brain
enhancements. Genetic editing. All these new
developments offer evidence of transformative
change happening at exponential speed. The World
Economic Forum calls this the ‘Fourth Industrial
Revolution’.

H

istory bears evidence of several rare moments
in time when brave new worlds emerged from
the disruption caused by the collision of mighty
forces of progress. The Industrial Revolution, The
Renaissance and The Age of Discovery all started
with stormy periods of social, technological,
environmental and ideological collision, that
disrupted the landscape, transmuting a new age. In
our current global crisis, coronavirus collided with
rapid urban migration, environmental destruction,
human rights awareness and hyper-connectivity to
create the first major disruption of the 21st century.

T

o gain a better gauge of whether we are at the
start of a new age or not, thought leaders on
future trends, are tracking seven powerful 21st
century forces in addition to coronavirus: other
pandemics, climate change, artificial intelligence,
ageing populations, globalisation, inequality and
extreme poverty.

T

hese forces are going to shape the future of the
girls we are educating at DSG today, and they
forecast their greatest challenges and opportunities
at the same time.

F

or such a tomorrow, what should learning and
teaching look like today?

En Avant!
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Reflections from Rev
I love taking casual walks at night with my family, especially on a full moon-lit night. I love the way one can see
the landscape almost like in the daytime. The trees and flowers, the houses, roads and even the pavements,
all become so clear in the moonlight!
And yet, science tells us that the light we see on a moonlit night, comes from the sun, and that this light
bounces off the moon and is then reflected onto the earth. Quite interesting!
The more I thought about this, the more I saw our lives being like the moon. The Bible says that
“For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.” Romans 3:23 NIV.
This means that we have no righteousness of our own, that on our own, we cannot be good. The only way we
can be good and do what is right, is by reflecting the goodness of God. Because God is good.
Paul addressing the Corinthians wrote:
“And we … are being transformed into God’s likeness with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the Lord,
who is the Spirit.” 2 Corinthians 3:18 NIV.
Wow, that is encouraging! We do not have to wallow with misery in our shortcomings. We can allow God’s
goodness and His likeness to change us. Just like the moon reflects the light from the sun creating a beautiful
and peaceful night, we too can reflect the goodness of God to those around us. If we allow the Holy Spirit to
live and work within us, he will help us make good choices.
Speaking of reflecting God’s goodness, I would like to express my sincere appreciation to all those who attended last week’s virtual Family Prayer. I especially would like to thank those who led us in the various prayer
points. Several people have contacted me giving their appreciation and sighting the fact that they felt held
together as a family and were encouraged to move on in these unprecedented times. God’s goodness was
definitely shared. We give God all the glory!
My prayer is for each of us to find opportunities to reflect God’s image of goodness.
Blessings!
Rev Rachel
Rev Rachel welcoming
the Grade 12s back to
school in Chapel.

Wama Polo participating in corporate prayer

Roddy Fox
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The Lockdown Diaries...
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‘WORK HARD ,

BE KIND

and amazing
things will
happen.’
Conan o’ Brian
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Keeping the endorphins pumping!
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Keeping Centred...
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Small Actions ma ke a Big Difference
UPDATE ON THE DSG FAMILY COVID REFLIEF FUND

You may have read about The DSG Family Covid Relief Fund in various emails from the school, on the covering email to
your school fee account or from a letter or whatsapp from a parent in your daughter’s grade.
The measures taken to limit the spread of the Coronavirus has resulted in the financial situations of many DSG families
being significantly compromised, setting in motion a far-reaching knock-on effect. In these unprecedented times, where
no one has escaped the effects of this global pandemic, we have been deeply touched by the wonderful sense of compassion and kindness many members of our community have expressed towards fellow parents, and their daughter’s peers.
We have had an overwhelming interest shown by DSG parents to help those who have been hardest hit. The DSG Family
Covid-19 Relief Fund was set up in May in response to the request from parents as the vehicle to facilitate this assistance.
The fund is grade specific. We are extremely grateful to the group of parents, representing the different grades in the
school, for encouraging fellow parents to support the fund.
The response received to date has been hugely positive. Thank you to all those individuals who have to date so generously given to the fund. This is a project that speaks to the incredible community spirit that has been the heart of DSG for
nearly 150 years.
If you would like to find out more about the initiative, please kindly make contact with your grade representative (click on
the relevant person below). Alternatively, you are welcome to make use of the donate button on the graphic alongside,
which will take

Grade 10:

DSG Junior School:

Ian Ferguson
anf@nedgroupinvestments.co.za
and
Andrew Barrow
drandy@global.co.za

Sue Sievwright
suzanne.therapist@gmail.com

Grade 8:

Kagiso Mokgatle
kagisomolosioa@gmail.com

Grade 9:

Grade 11:

Don Rogan
DonaldRo@nedbankprivatewealth.co.za
and
Murray Stewart
mugs.stewart@gmail.com

Grant Hilary
grant@34.co.za

Grade 12

Caroline De Pelet Abraham
carolinedpa@yebo.co.za

Make a donation
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The growing success and popularity of the Interhouse Open Mic series was evident in the class and variety of
performances showcased in last night’s third episode. These events provide an opportunity for both emerging and experienced pupils, to show off their skills and talents to the broader community and represent their
respective houses.
Such a wonderful array of art, dance, drama, design and musical items portray the thriving cultural programs
at St Andrew’s College and DSG. Congratulations to all the performers who featured in last night’s episode, as
well as a big thank you to all who spend hours behind the scene ensuring the episodes are professionally put
together and ready on time. The last Interhouse Open Mic event will take place on the 16th July 2020, followed by the Interhouse Art Competition on the 4 August 2020.
Jayson Flanagan
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Born to stand out

L-R: Zintle Yaka - presenter, Morgan Herring - singer and composer, Savannah Coventry dance piece, Inga Luthuli - performance art
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L-R: Erin Powers - mathematics & art, Natalie
Morris - video pitch for app
To view the extraordinary talented featured in
this week’s open mic - Click here
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Art-TEA-stic Licence contined
Lockdown brought about a splurge of creativity and ingenuity. Owing to a lack of available materials, Ms
Norton and Ms Richards had to really think out the box and came up with two wonderful assignments for
the Grade 9s and 10s respectively.
The grade 9s were tasked with experimenting with coffee as a medium and the grade 10s, creating mini

Khanya Mabandla

Jamie Campbell

Somila Dyakala

works of art on a teabag. Both projects were a resounding success, enjoy this week’s ‘café art’.
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Emily Ginn-Kew

Isabella Phillips

Sage Thomassen-Homes

Shaylynne Kivitts

DSG Newsletter

Grade 10s Tea-Bag Art...
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“Good ideas
start with
brainstorming,
great ideas start
with coffee.”
Anonymous

L-R: Natalie Morris, Chloe Montague, Rachel Houseman,
Kwanita Sobuza, Keira McNamara
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Grade 9 Coffee Art
“With coffee,
anything is
possible.”
Anonymous

L-R: Chloe Montague, Emma Kruse, Rachael Houseman,
Saffron Brown
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L-R: Emma Kruse, Nicci Long, Chloe Montague, Natalie Morris, Lisa Leza, Chloe Montague, Keira
McNamara
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L-R: Lisa Leza, Emma Kruse, Ella Boonzaier, Josie Rushmere, Holly Clones Anne-Marie Sutherland
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L-R: Catherine Leppan, Ella Boonaier,
Stephanie Harvey, Keira McNamara
and Catherine Leppan
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born to run interview with Charlotte Abraham

On the 27 June DSG’s deputy headgirl, Charlotte Abraham, ran a gruelling 30km to raise funds for
a charity in Uganda. She braved the wind, the unforgiving winter chill and a long uphill stretch,
but nothing would deter her. Charlotte’s passion for running, her support crew and generous spirit,
got her across the “finish line” in a good time. Her friends lined Worcester street on her return, and
gave her a very well-deserved hearty champion’s welcome. Congratulations to Charlotte on her
wonderful achievement!

You achieved colours for athletics, you are obviously a very
passionate runner – Tell us what
the events you usually compete
in?
I run daily within the trail running group, and part take in the
Makhanda parkrun every Saturday. I also do the other runs that
Makhanda offer, such as the
Run Wild Run, the PJ run, and the
Makhana night race run. Whenever there is a run, I will be there.
Is 30km the longest distance you
have ever run? Are you hoping to run a marathon one day?
Yes, 30km is the longest! I had
only ever done about 18km, but
I really do love long distance, so
the 30km didn’t scare me too
much. I want to do marathons
when I am older, the Comrades
is at the top of my running bucket list.
Tell us how often you train, what
preparation to you go through?
I run about 5 days a week, do a
long walk on a Friday, with a rest
day on Sunday. I usually stick to
5-8km and vary it throughout
the week, with at least one long
run which is usually 10-15km.

that she had a good 30km route
from DSG to the water tower
past the Monastery. This sparked
the idea, I suddenly realised
that doing a funded run would
be the best way that I would be
able to impact the organisation,
it was something that I could do
to help without physically being
there.
Tell us about the run itself.
The night of the run I barely got
any sleep, I was just so excited.
We started at 6:30am outside
the DSG gate. In the freezing
cold I met Mrs Marques and Ms
De Langa, who were both on
bikes. Mr Marques then followed
us in his car and took photos
along the way. I did the run in
3hours. It was a steady uphill
getting to the water tower and
very windy, the way back was a
much easier downhill.
The run was wonderful. It was
very scenic, and Ms Marques
and Ms De Langa kept me
in good spirits throughout. At
about half-way, some of the
DSG Matric girls met us whilst doing a run of their own, they were
very encouraging and kept me
going. When I arrived back at

What inspired your run, tell us
about the initiative?
Jono Shema, who is a boy in our
grade at St Andrews, was busy
telling me about the work that
the Watoto Village Program is
doing in Uganda, where the children and girls are in desperate
need of aid. He was helping the
organisation, and I really wanted to do something. The weekend after he told me about this,
Ms Marques mentioned that she
had a good 30km route from
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my friends were all waiting for
me, playing music and clapping, which really did make it a
happy celebration.
Do you run with music?
When I run, I listen to my surroundings and focus on my breathing.
I find that when I listen to music it
just detracts from the clarity that
I am trying to achieve whilst running.
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What do you do to relax post
run?
I am extremely bad with stretching, but when I do remember I
will at least attempt a bit of a
calf stretch. If I don’t get to a
stretch, if a run has been very
tiring and/or long, I often just lie
down on my room floor for 5minutes. It sounds odd, but it truly is
extremely relaxing.
What do you love about running?
When I run, I am able to clear
my mind. At school, because of
work and just everyday stress, I
often find myself overwhelmed
and feel as though life is just getting out of control. When I run,
this feeling goes away. It makes
me feel fresh and destressed,
it really is the best way to fix a
bad day and a grumpy mood.
It is also one of the only times
throughout the day when I feel
like I am getting some alone
time and truly in my own space,
it gives me a little bit of freedom
and clarity within each day.

“it (running) really is the best way to
fix a bad day and a grumpy mood. It is
also one of the only times throughout
the day when I feel like I am getting
some alone time and truly in my own
space, it gives me a little bit of freedom and clarity within each day.”
Charlotte Abraham

June 2020 Draw Winners
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The grade 10 border bubble enjoying a
much needed time-out amongst nature.
(The Monastery)

GRADE T ENS
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HAPPINESS IS...
L-R: DJ Erasmus, Lucy Pringle, Megan Barrow,
Sage Thomassen-Holmes, Erin Powers
All grade 10s
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the grade 11s Isolating with my besties

laughter truly is the best medicine...
This week has been particularly tough on the
Grade 11s with the first confirmed Covid-19 case
and the immediate isolation protocol that followed.
Despite the confines of isolation, the girls have
been remarkably chipper and resiliant.
Laughter with your best friends (armed with a
mask and sanitizer) really is enough to see you
through the bad times!
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2020 AMENDED TERM DATES FOR THE REST OF 2020
(AS AT 1 JULY 2020)
The Diocesan School for Girls, St Andrew’s College and Prep
Term 2 (Trinity):
Tuesday 4 August
Wednesday 5 August
Thursday 6 August

Tuesday 5 May – Tuesday 4 August 2020
(changed from Tuesday 5 May – Thursday 6 August 2020)
Final Assembly at 17h00 (Compulsory Attendance)
Travel Day
Staff admin day

Term 3 (Michaelmas): Monday 31 August – Thursday 26 November 2020
(changed from Tuesday 1 September - Wednesday 2 December 2020)
Friday 28 August
Sunday 30 August
Monday 31 August

Staff return for meetings
Boarders return by 18h00
Classes begin (Matric Preliminary Exams begin)

Balloon Weekend
2 – 6 October 2020
Half Term: After Athletics Prize Giving (10h30) on Tuesday 6 October to 18h00 on Monday
12 October 2020
NOTE: The nature and dates of the Balloon Weekend and the Half Term are subject to
change.
Thursday 26 November
Final Assembly at 17h00 for Grade 8 – 11
Friday 27 November
Travel Day
NOTE: The dates of the Matric Final IEB examinations have not yet been confirmed.
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DISCOVER THE
JOY OF GIVING

Every week, a group of dedicated
people get together to pack, count,
load and deliver food parcels to our
vulnerable local communities.
The value of your generosity has now
exceeded R200K, which has surpassed
our expectations and more so, the
communities that we feed.
Thank you to all of you who have so
kindly donated to this worthy cause.
Every week, when the children see
the school bus arrive with a delivery they do a happy dance and smile from
ear to ear - these beautiful children
realise they get to survive and thrive
for another week.
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